
INFLATABLES & COMBOSINFLATABLES & COMBOSINFLATABLES & COMBOS

Tropical Combo Radical Combo Caustic Combo Tropical Combo 20FT 

Large Frozen Combo Superman Combo Batman Combo Wall-E Combo

Fire Truck Combo Frozen Combo Cinderella Combo Spiderman Combo
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$365 $365 $365 $285

$385

$385

$385 $385 $385

$345 $350 $365

*All inflatable pricing reflect 4 hour rentals* 
*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

27’L x 16’W x 11’H 27’L x 16’W x 12’H 27'L, 16'W, 14'H 20'L x 14'W x 12'H

21'L x 16'W x 15'H 18'W x 16'L x 15'H 21'W x 16'L x 16'H20'W x 19'L x 15'H

30’L x 11’W x 12’H 19’L x 19’W x 19’H
 

20’L x 20’W x 20’H 
 

20’L x 20’W x 20’H



INFLATABLES & COMBOSINFLATABLES & COMBOSINFLATABLES & COMBOS
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Balloon Castle Colourful Castle Monster Truck Castle Pirate Combo

Toddler Slide & Ball Pit Fantastic Castle Princess House 15FT Water Slide 

24FT Massive Slide Large Indoor Castle Wedding Castle

*All inflatable pricing reflect 4 hour rentals* 
*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$265 $265 $295 $325

$325

$475 $300 $550

$250 $250 $450

13'L x 13'W x 15'H 14L x 15W x 16H 20’L x 20’W x 20’H 20’L x 20’W x 20’H 

14'L x 13'w x 14'H

32’L x 18’W x 24’H

13'L x 14'W x 13'H

12'W x 11'L x 8'H 20'L x 18'W x 20'H

13'L x 13'W x 14'H 28'L x 11'W x 15'H



OBTSACLE COURSESOBTSACLE COURSESOBTSACLE COURSES
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100FT Radical Run 81FT Extreme Warrior Jump 71FT FunRun 70FT Fun Run

61FT Rad Run

30 Ft Compacted 

51FT Course 40ft Rad Run 52FT Warrior Jump

Wacky World Tiki Tropical Island 2 Lane Tropical 

*All inflatable pricing reflect 4 hour rentals* 
*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$885 $925 $725 $685

$655

$650

$525 $435 $585

$685 $525 $625

100’L x 16’W x 16’H 81’L x 19’W x 17’H 71’L x 16’W x 13’H 70’L x 16’W x 16’H

61’L x 16’W x 16’H
 

29’L x 19’W x 17’H

51'L x 11'W x 15'H

28’L x 29’W x 12’H

40’L x 14’W x 13’H 52’L x 12’W x 14’H

29’L x 16’W x 16’H
 

26’L x 15’W x 17’H
 



GAMESGAMESGAMES
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Basketball Hoops Bungee Run Sticky Velcro Wall Inflatable Soccer Arena

Giant Jenga Giant Connect 4 Archery/Axe Arena Sky Dancers

Potato Sacks 12Ft Parachute Tug of War Rope 50Ft 36" Prize Wheel

*All game pricing reflect 4 hour rentals* 
*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$175 $345 $375 $365

$50

$35 $25 $35 $75

$50 $350 $50

37'L x 11'W x 8'H 28’L x 29’W x 12’H 15'W x 25'L x 7'H
 

10'L x 14'W x 10'H

10'L x 9'W x 8'H
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*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

Are

Our Inflatables

AEDARSA certification with certificates readily available on site during
the event
Adequate insurance coverage of $5,000,000
Equipment sourced from certified suppliers that meet North
American standards
Proper licensing and registration

Edmonton Bouncy Castle is a leading provider of inflatable rentals for
public and private events in Edmonton. We are dedicated to ensuring the

safety and satisfaction of our clients and their guests.
In accordance with industry standards, it is important to ensure that all
events utilizing inflatables are covered under the following guidelines:

 

 
At Edmonton Bouncy Castle, we take pride in ensuring that all inflatable
products used for public events are approved for public use and feature

officially licensed themes.
 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to
reach out to us. We are always available to assist you in any way possible.

 
 

Safety is Our Top Priority at Edmonton Bouncy Castle 
 
 



CONCESSIONSCONCESSIONSCONCESSIONS
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16oz Popcorn Machine
Professional Grade /w 50

supplies

50 Popcorn Servings Snow Cone Machine
with 50 supplies

 (not including ice)

Cotton Candy Machine 
with 50 supplies

Pre-Made Cotton Candy 50 Servings Cotton 
Candy with cone or bags 

Hot Dog Machine

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$175 $35

$125

$175

$3.50 $40 $125

& Bags

50 ServingsSnow
Cone Syrup & Cups

/No Ice

$30

Per Day 

Per Day Per Day 

Per Day 



TENTS, TABLES, CHAIRS &TENTS, TABLES, CHAIRS &TENTS, TABLES, CHAIRS &
ACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIES
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6FT Folding Tables 8Ft Wooden Tables White & Chrome Chairs 34" Square Table 

10x20 Tents Sandbags Mats

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$12 $12 $10 $2.50

$100 $3 Complimentry

Per Day Per Day Per Day Per Day 

Are

Tables, Chairs & Tents
For a successful and memorable event, the right mix of amenities and
equipment is key. Tables, chairs, and tents play an important role in

creating a comfortable and functional space for your guests. 
 

Our basic prices for tables and chairs are for drop off. However, if you
require setup services, our experienced team is available to assist you in

creating a seamless and stress-free event experience. 



Are

POWERPOWERPOWER
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT   

Small Generator 5KW Medium Generator 10KW Large Generator 19.5KW X-Large Generator 25KW

50A Distribution Box 50A Converter 50A Extension 50FT Extension Cords 50FT 

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$150 $225 Call

$45 $30 $30 $10

Call
With Fuel With Fuel With Fuel With Fuel

Planning A Large Event?
For large-scale public events, let Edmonton Bouncy Castle handle your
power requirements. Power needs are often overlooked and can have

significant impact on the success of the event.
 

In order to effectively run multiple large inflatables, we suggest
considering a robust towable generator that can accommodate the

energy demands and has a sufficient fuel capacity to sustain the entire
event. If you have any questions or require further information, please do

not hesitate to contact us by phone or email.
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STAFF SERVICESSTAFF SERVICESSTAFF SERVICES   

Inflatable Attendants Face Painting Balloon Twisting Food Machine Staff 

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$55/H $125/H $125 $55/H

Are

Why Choose Us For Staffing Solutions?
For organizations that host public or private events, a hands-off solution
is often preferred. Our event staff consists of trained professionals who

are knowledgeable in the operation of all equipment and are skilled in
ensuring compliance with established rules and regulations.

 
The presence of our event staff during the equipment rental period

allows us to include your event under our insurance coverage. If you have
any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.

 
If you are a first-time event planner, our seasoned team is available to

provide you with comprehensive planning support, from the initial stages
to the successful completion of your event.

 
 

Min 2 hours Min 2 hours Min 2 hours Min 2 hours 
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FOAM PARTIESFOAM PARTIESFOAM PARTIES

Foam Party Foam Pit Foam Packets

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

$250 $485 $45
1 bag per hour

Are

Foam Parties
Foam parties have become a popular choice for a wide range of events

and occasions. At Edmonton Bouncy Castle, we offer a foam machine that
can be used either with or without a pit.

 
To operate the foam machine, a power source and a water supply, such as
a garden hose, are required. It is important to note that one bag of foam

typically lasts for one hour of continuous operation.
 

2 hours of foam 2 hours of foam 
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OUR LOCATIONOUR LOCATIONOUR LOCATION

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*

 
Edmonton Bouncy Castle is pleased to inform our valued clients that we

have a spacious indoor facility, where we clean and maintain our
equipment overnight. This ensures that our units are always in pristine

condition, ready for use regardless of the weather conditions.
Our office and warehouse are conveniently located in the West End of

Edmonton, at the following address:
 

16645 114 Ave NW Edmonton, AB T5P 3M9
 

We are proud to provide our clients with superior equipment and
services, and look forward to serving your entertainment needs.
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GPS TRACKINGGPS TRACKINGGPS TRACKING

*Tax and Delivery not included in price*
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LIVE GPS TRACKINGLIVE GPS TRACKINGLIVE GPS TRACKING
 

Edmonton Bouncy Castle is pleased to announce the implementation of
GPS tracking, similar to the popular ride-hailing app Uber. This new
feature enables our clients to monitor the real-time arrival of our

equipment at their public or private events. At Edmonton Bouncy Castle,
we understand the significance of your events and strive to provide a

seamless experience. By utilizing the latest technology available, we aim
to ensure timely delivery of equipment and a stress-free experience for

our clients.


